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Coordinate systems are the basic pieces for the construction of

reference systems

and

reference frames

Particular studies of some of them exist, but  their general study
has never been considered



COORDINATES   teee
______

In classical space-time, one uses to take coordinate systems in which
one coordinate line is the time, and the other three, constants in time,
may be more or less directly constructed by means of rods in the
instantaneous space:

In the space-time, the line determined by the clock is said time-like,
and those determined by the rods  are  said space-like.



COORDINATES   tttt
______

In classical space-time, coordinate systems  other  than those of type
teee  are also possible, for example those of type  tttt constituted by
four megaphones shouting the time of a clock:   

Coordinate systems  of types  teee  and  tttt  are said to belong to
different  causal classes.



How many causal classes of coordinates
exist in Newtonian space-time?



The 12 Causal Classes of Newtonian Frames

are respectively  time-like , space-like  coordinate

t , e

t , e

T , E

hypersurfaces or covectors

lines or tangent vectors

surfaces or planes

The 6 surfaces or planes of every class   X1X2X3X4X5X6  are generated restectively
by the 4 hypersurfaces or covectors   x1, x2, x3, x4   in the following order

X2 = x1 x3
X4 = x2 x3
X1 = x1 x2 X3 = x1 x4

X5 = x2 x4 X6 = x3 x4
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The 199 Causal Classes of Space-time Frames
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are respectively time-like , light-like , space-like coordinate

t , l , e

t , l , e

T , L , E

hypersurfaces or covectors

lines or tangent vectors

surfaces or planes

The 6 surfaces or planes of every class   X1X2X3X4X5X6  are generated respectively
by the 4 hypersurfaces or covectors   x1, x2, x3, x4   in the following order

X1 = x1 x2 X2 = x1 x3 X3 = x1 x4

X4 = x2 x3 X5 = x2 x4 X6 = x3 x4



Perhaps  the origin of this sort of cultural alienation is in the fact that
our vision of the world is too polarized in the evolution point of
view of the space-time, a plausible one, of course, but a very
particular one in the set of the 199 possible points of view.

____

The study of  coordinate systems  with potential interest in
astronomy  and physics, independently of their  usual  or  unusual
character, seems largely incomplete.



Frequently, coordinate systems are used to situate points of a region
with respect to one observer, giving rise  to reference systems and
reference frames.

But coordinate systems may also be used to indicate, to every point,
its position.

In Newtonian theory, both functions may be directly assigned to a
sole coordinate system, but in relativity this is not possible.  Thus,
in relativity we are lead to consider separately both,

reference systems  and  reference frames

and

positioning systems  and  positioning frames

___________

We are here interested in positioning systems.



A relativistic positioning  frame  is intended to be

*  generic
*  free
*  immediate

* generic (for a given class) means that the coordinate system must
exist in any space-time of this class.
For example, harmonic frames are generic for the class of
all space-times.

* (gravity-)free means that its construction does not need the
knowledge of the gravitational field.
For example, harmonic frames are not free.

* immediate means that every point  may know its coordinates
without delay.
For example, two-way signals from a focus do not
generate an immediate system.





An important epistemic result is that the set of  relativistic
positioning frames constitute a little class of frames, the simplest
one of the class consisting of four satellites (point-like transmitters
in free fall) broadcasting their proper times.

* In two dimensions (one time-like /one space-like):



THE  PROJECT   SYPOR
(Système de positionnement relativiste)

______

Objective:   to endow the Earth with a primary relativistic
positioning system



THE  PROJECT   SYPOR
______

*  The project  SYPOR  aims to use the  constellation  of satellites of
the future  GALILEO  navigation system as an immediate, generic,
free and primary relativistic positionning system  for the Earth.

*  Every four neighbouring satellites of the constellation constitute a
local chart, the constellation defining then the primary atlas of local
charts for the surrounding area of the Earth.

* Cartographic  or  geocentric coordinates appear as secondary
coordinate systems. The function of the control segment must be
inversely read, as  being to establish the transformation between the
primary and the secondary systems.



THE  PROJECT   SYPOR
______

The  primary  character of the  relativistic positioning system  leads
to impose:

* a device, on  four at least of the satellites, pointing to the ICRS
(International Celestial Reference System) in order to define virtual
local charts "at rest" with respect to the ICRS (external control of
the system as a whole).

* a device, on every satellite, exchanging proper times, (internal
control of the parts of the system)

*  a device, on every satellite, broadcasting over the Earth, aside its
proper time, those of their neighbours (control by the u s e r s
segment).






